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When Baby Bird hatches from his egg, his mother is off looking for food. Whatâ€™s a bird to do? Go

find his mother, of course! So begins Baby Birdâ€™s hilarious, and at times very touching, hunt for

his mother.Children will love this deluxe cloth edition of P. D. Eastmanâ€™s all-time favorite. Soft

and snuggly pages, complete with an adorable plush baby bird, let children interact with each

wonderful character our little hero meets as he asks again and again, â€œAre you my mother?â€•

Series: Bright & Early Cloth Book

Rag Book: 8 pages

Publisher: Random House Books for Young Readers; Ragbk edition (January 25, 2005)

Language: English
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Age Range: Baby - 3 years

Grade Level: Preschool and up

When Baby Bird hatches from his egg, his mother is off looking for food. What's a bird to do? Go

find his mother, of course! So begins Baby Bird's hilarious, and at times very touching, hunt for his

mother. Children will love this deluxe cloth edition of P. D. Eastman's all-time favorite. Soft and

snuggly pages, complete with an adorable plush baby bird, let children interact with each wonderful

character our little hero meets as he asks again and again, "Are you my mother?"

P. D. Eastman was one of the stars of the Beginner Books line with beloved classics like Are You

My Mother?; Go, Dog. Go!; The Best Nest; and more!



Have to admit to being initially disappointed when I received this today, a favorite I recall reading to

my sons, and realized I'd mistakenly ordered the board book rather than the hardcover. (Maybe I

DO need that new pair of reading glasses after all!) I really don't care for how reviews for all formats

are combined on a listing, because I'd find it hard to imagine that this board book would garner a 5

star rating from anyone who remembers the full story, since - if you're familiar with it - it entirely

leaves out the part of the little bird asking an old car, boat and plane if any of them are his mother,

and the baby bird's recounting his travels to his mother once he finally finds her. Obviously, board

books are abbreviated, but this is REALLY abbreviated.Suppose the reason I'm giving this 4 stars is

because I do think that - given its brevity and very simple words - it'd be a good little (and I do mean

little at 5-3/4" x 4-1/4"x 1/2 thick) book for tiny hands to turn by themselves, with thick coated pages

that are forgiving of occasionally sticky little fingers. Would be a nice little piece of reading material

for a child just learning to read. It's my own fault, and I'll be ordering the hardback as well, but

maybe you'd like to know exactly how it reads before making a decision for yourself:"A mother bird

sat on her egg. The egg jumped. 'I must get something for my baby bird to eat!' she said. So away

she went. Inside the nest, the egg jumped. It jumped and jumped and jumped. Until......out came a

baby bird! 'Where is my mother?' he said. He did not see her anywhere. 'I will go and look for her,'

he said. Out of the nest he went. Down, down, down! Plop! The baby bird could not fly. But he could

walk. 'Now I will go and find my mother,' he said. 'Are you my mother?' the baby bird asked a kitten.

The kitten just looked and looked. It did not say a thing. 'Are you my mother?' the baby bird asked a

hen. 'No,' said the hen. 'Are you my mother?' the baby bird asked a dog. 'I am not your mother. I am

a dog,' said the dog. 'Are you my mother?' the baby bird asked a cow. 'How could I be your

mother?' said the cow. 'I am a cow.' The baby bird stopped to think. The kitten and the hen were not

his mother. The dog and the cow were not his mother. 'I have a mother,' said the baby bird. 'I know I

do. I will find her. I will. I WILL!' Just then the baby bird saw a big thing." (A power shovel.) "YOU are

my mother!' he said. The big thing said, 'SNORT!' 'Oh no!' said the baby bird. 'You are not my

mother. You are a scary snort!' The Snort lifted the baby bird up, up, up. Then something happened.

The Snort put the baby bird right back in the tree. The baby bird was home! Just then the mother

bird came back. 'I know who YOU are,' said the baby bird. 'You are not a kitten or a hen or a dog.

You are not a cow or a Snort! You are a bird, and you are my mother!' "So you can decide for

yourself if this is what you're looking for.

Part of the book is upside down ...wtf??!



I love this little book, and so does my one year old. It's such a cute story, and is the perfect length

for a child of his age. It's small, portable, and durable.

One of my favorite children's books. I bought it as a shower present. I never tired of reading to my

children and eventually to my grandson.

Board books are short and simple. This is a sweet book and a great read for young ones. The small

size makes it easy to take along in a diaper bag!

Bought this for a baby shower. Such a cute story. My kids loved this book when they were young.

I loved this book as a child so I got it for our son! I got a boardbook so it will last a little longer.

Happy with it overall but wish it was a little bigger. I took a picture to show the size.

Are You My Mother? was one of those books I'd always see as a kid, but never got the chance to

check out for one reason or another. I recently bought it as a surprise for my daughter, and have to

say that it's a pretty cute book, and I didn't see anything objectionable about it as a few other uppity

people have. I think they might have skipped the first couple of pages showing how the baby bird

ended up in its situation. This book is a fun, quick read and would make an ideal book for kids

who've learned how to read a little since there aren't many lines on each page, and no tough

words.A mother bird is sitting on her egg one day, when she realizes that the baby will be hungry

when it hatches. She goes off to find food, and shortly after, a baby bird is born. The baby falls out

of its nest and begins to search for its mother, which is kind of tough since it doesn't know what she

looks like, and doesn't know that it's a bird either. The baby wanders around asking different

animals if they're the mother or not, and always gets a 'no'. It eventually sees vehicles like a boat,

thinking it could possibly be the mother too. In the end, the baby bird finds a power shovel and asks

the construction vehicle 'are you my mother?' too. The power shovel can't answer, but lets out a

loud 'SNORT!'. The baby bird finally gets that this isn't its mother, but somehow, the shovel ends up

carrying the bird back to its nest, and the mother arrives immediately with food.This is a cute book

and within the first couple of pages has something most kids will react to- the baby bird walking past

a rock that its mother is behind. This is the kind of thing that would've made me go 'she's right

there!', and sure enough, my daughter said it herself. The little bird has a long journey trying to find

its mother, and when it does, it realizes what she is after listing everything she's not. My daughter



got a kick out of the power shovel being called a Snort, and has been using that word a lot ever

since I read this to her. The artwork is minimal but nice. My only nitpick is that the author kept using

'said' instead of 'asked' when the baby bird would ask the different animals and things if they were

its mother. That just seemed weird to me, but doesn't matter much.Give this one a shot if you

haven't yet, and don't worry about any objectionable content.
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